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Buying at the Point of Maximum Pessimism: Six Value Investing Trends from China to Oil to AgricultureFT Press, 2010

	“Sir John’s ability to comprehend complex concepts and distill these into money-making ideas for his investors was legendary. With this book, Scott Phillips extends Sir John Templeton’s crystal clear vision to some of tomorrow’s most interesting and powerful money-making opportunities. All readers...
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Superalloys 2012John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A superalloy, or high-performance alloy, is an alloy that exhibits excellent mechanical strength at high temperatures. Superalloy development has been driven primarily by the aerospace and power industries. This compilation of papers from the Twelfth International Symposium on Superalloys, held from September 9-13, 2012, offers the most...
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Cancer Modelling and Simulation (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2003

	Understanding how cancer tumours develop and spread is vital for finding treatments and cures. Cancer Modelling and Simulation demonstrates how mathematical modelling and computer simulation techniques are used to discover and gain insight into the dynamics of tumour development and growth. It highlights the benefits of tumour modelling, such...
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Why Stock Markets Crash: Critical Events in Complex Financial Systems (Princeton Science Library)Princeton Press, 2017

	The scientific study of complex systems has transformed a wide range of disciplines in recent years, enabling researchers in both the natural and social sciences to model and predict phenomena as diverse as earthquakes, global warming, demographic patterns, financial crises, and the failure of materials. In this book, Didier Sornette boldly...
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Herbicide Residue Research in India (Environmental Chemistry for a Sustainable World, 12)Springer, 2018

	
		Herbicides constitute about 60% of the total pesticides consumed globally. In India, the use of herbicides started initially in tea gardens and picked up in the 1970s, when the high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat were introduced. Presently, 67 herbicides are registered in the country for controlling weeds in crops including...
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Simple Tools and Techniques for Enterprise Risk Management (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Providing strategic direction for a business means understanding what drives the creation of value and what destroys it. This in turn means the pursuit of opportunities must entail comprehension of the risks to take and the risks to avoid. Hence to grow any business entails risk judgement and risk acceptance. A business’s ability to prosper...
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Cdma Mobile Radio Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000


	Wireless communications is growing at a phenomenal rate. From 1991 to

	1999, the number of subscribers increased from about 25 million to over 250

	million. Incredibly, over the next seven years, the number. of subscribers is

	expected to quadruple, to over 1 billion [ 1]. That growth rate is faster than

	that of any other consumer...
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Guide to Cloud Computing: Principles and Practice (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2012

	This book describes the landscape of cloud computing from first principles, leading the reader step-by-step through the process of building and configuring a cloud environment. The book not only considers the technologies for designing and creating cloud computing platforms, but also the business models and frameworks in real-world...
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Reactive Oxygen Metabolites: Chemistry and Medical ConsequencesCRC Press, 2000

	In recent years, the field of radical chemistry has undergone explosive growth. Although its roots lie in organic chemistry, the implications of its findings are having enormous impact in a broad range of disciplines, and we now have evidence for radical involvement in over 100 diseases. As important as this is, however, the subject of...
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Ruby Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2002
"Ruby Developer's Guide" discusses the role of Ruby in real-world applications, including the use of databases and XML, the coding of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) by means of different toolkits, communicating with other languages over SOAP/XML-RPC or sockets, and the programming of concurrent and distributed applications. Using...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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Managing Web Service Quality: Measuring Outcomes and Effectiveness (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008
Web services are increasingly important in information technology with the expansive growth of the Internet. As services proliferate in domains ranging from e-commerce to digital government, the need for tools and methods to measure and guide the achievement of quality outcomes is critical for organizations.
  Managing Web Service...
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